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attacked at various points between Essex and the extreme north.
These last made a regular settlement on the sea-edges of York-
shire, Norfolk, and Suffolk, perhaps Lincolnshire, and certainly
Durham, Northumberland, and Berwickshire. The kinglets of
the East Coast often claimed descent from the first leaders of
their kinds, and usually liked (later) to trace their lineage from a
mythical figure called Woden; and it is remarkable that the
Midland kinglets with Celtic names—those at Winchester and
round Lichfield, for instance—also later accepted the same
custom. They did this probably because, when the East Coast,
under the influence of the Roman missionaries, became the
most civilized part of the island, it was an honour to claim
common blood with the ruling families there.
The Church and Papacy in Western Europe (596).
Religion was everywhere the great interest of men at this time.
The Universal Church had become the life of the universal
Empire. As the Empire had two main languages—Greek in
the East (up to the Adriatic) and Latin in the West (from the
Adriatic to the Atlantic)—so the liturgy of the Church had two
main groups. The Mass was said in Greek over the greater part
of the East. It was said in Latin over all the West. As Latin
decayed in public use and fell into various popular dialects the
Church kept up the standard Latin of the time of Constantine.
When popular dialects, including Teutonic, African, and Celtic,
had so generally replaced the old official Latin in daily con-
versation that they were the only common talk, and Western
Europe was in language a hotchpotch of local speeches, often
differing within a few miles, the standard Latin of the Church
remained the preserver of unity in the West. All record, theo-
logical and political statement, charters, titles to land, diplomas
of office, letters between rulers, were written in this language.
The local rulers, descendants of tribal chieftains who had taken,
over government in the West when the Imperial Central govern-
ment failed, had no national feeling. They all thought of
themselves as part of the Empire still, and therefore the Church
was superior to them as being the living soul of the Empire.
Its authority was common to them all, acting as much over one
as over another, and indifferent to their changing boundaries*
The Church was governed by bishops, each supreme in his own
diocese; and general doctrine and discipline were settled by
gatherings of these bishops, often in local synods, sometimes
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